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Unitary circuits subject to repeated projective measurements can undergo an entanglement tran-
sition as a function of the measurement rate. This transition is generally understood in terms of
a competition between the scrambling effects of unitary dynamics and the disentangling effects of
measurements. We find that, surprisingly, entanglement transitions are possible even in the absence
of scrambling unitary dynamics. We illustrate this phenomenon in models where the unitary dy-
namics is non-scrambling, as well as models where the dynamics is entirely due to local few-site
measurements. This opens the door to a vast landscape of measurement-only models, in which the
“scrambling” and “un-scrambling” effects that drive the entanglement transition are not separable
into distinct physical processes. We show numerical results on the entanglement phase diagrams,
critical points, locality, and quantum code properties of some of these measurement-only models.
We find that an entangling (volume-law) phase is the default outcome, while disentangling (area-
law) phases are possible in the presence of special restrictions on the size or commutativity of the
measurements. We propose frustration of the measurement ensemble as the principle driving the
entanglement transition in this class of dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of out-of-equilibrium quantum dynamics is
an exciting research frontier1. Many important develop-
ments have pushed this frontier forward in recent years,
especially in regards to the dynamics of isolated quan-
tum systems. Among these developments are many-
body localization (MBL)2–4, quantum chaos5,6, many-
body ‘quantum scars’7–10, and the discovery of non-
equilibrium Floquet phases11,12. Many of these develop-
ments were born of a cross-fertilization between the sub-
fields of quantum information theory, quantum gravity
and condensed matter theory, with the dynamics of quan-
tum entanglement serving as a unifying thread in systems
ranging from electrons in solids to cold atomic gases to
black holes13–25. Our understanding of even fundamental
questions pertaining to the out-of-equilibrium dynamics
of many-body systems is still nascent, and the develop-
ment of new models and tools for tackling these forms a
major research enterprise. In this context, random uni-
tary circuits have emerged as a versatile tool for the study
of many-body dynamics in various contexts22,26–36.
The increased focus on quantum dynamics is also mo-
tivated by the advent of ‘noisy, intermediate-scale quan-
tum’ (NISQ) devices37. While an ideal quantum com-
puter (or simulator) is a closed, unitarily-evolving sys-
tem, any realistic implementation will have both con-
trolled operations and unintended interactions with its
environment, leading to non-unitary, open-system dy-
namics. In a fully fault-tolerant quantum computer such
imperfections can be handled blindly, by means of quan-
tum error correction. On the other hand, in NISQ devices
the quantum dynamics of the hardware cannot be decou-
pled from the information-processing task at hand, and
thus must be benchmarked accurately. To wit, Google’s
recent demonstration of ‘quantum supremacy’38 turned
on comparing probability distributions drawn from an
ideal random unitary circuit and a real, noisy one. A
very different context for open-system dynamics involves
quantum gravity, namely black hole evaporation and the
information paradox, where entanglement between the
black hole interior and outer Hawking radiation modes
plays a crucial role (for a recent review see Ref. [39]).
Here, too, random circuits have proven to be a useful
tool40–42.
An open system is generically described by a mixed
state; characterizing entanglement in mixed states is a
challenging problem in general43. However, in specific
cases, dissipation can freeze a system in a pure state, e.g.,
via the quantum Zeno effect and its many-body general-
izations44–48. Recent works have approached this ques-
tion from a novel perspective: instead of studying the
steady state of the system plus its environment, they have
focused on entanglement dynamics along single quantum
trajectories49,50. In the framework of quantum trajecto-
ries, one models the system-environment interaction as a
sequence of projective measurements acting on the sys-
tem; each measurement collapses the system’s wavefunc-
tion with a random outcome determined by the Born
probabilities, so the system is always in a pure state (of
decreasing norm). Refs. 51–53 explored the dynamics of
the simplest such model, in which the intrinsic dynamics
of the system is given by a random unitary circuit, and is
interleaved with projective measurements acting on sin-
gle sites. It was found that these systems exhibit a phase
transition in the entanglement structure of single trajec-
tories, as a function of the measurement rate. This “en-
tanglement transition” separates a disentangling phase,
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2where the entanglement entropy S obeys an area-law,
and an entangling phase, where it obeys a volume-law.
This was a rather surprising result. While the exis-
tence of the area-law phase was expected (intuitively, as
frequent strong measurements entangle the system to an
environment, monogamy54 prevents different parts of the
system from becoming entangled with each other), an
extended volume-law phase was not. It conflicts with
the intuition that quantum coherence is a delicate re-
source, unstable to the decohering effects of an environ-
ment. Moreover, while entanglement takes a long time
to build up and propagate, it can seemingly be destroyed
globally by a single measurement. A very useful perspec-
tive on the transition, which clarifies how these issues are
sidestepped, is achieved by thinking in terms of quantum
information scrambling55,56: chaotic unitary dynamics
tends to hide quantum information in highly nonlocal
correlations that are inaccessible to local measurements.
Local measurements then do not learn much about the
state of the system (this is related to the fact that random
unitary circuits are good at encoding quantum informa-
tion40,57). Additionally, a complementary view of these
phenomena is that of purification (rather than entangle-
ment) phases and transitions 58–60, where the volume-
and area-law phases differ in their ability to purify an
initial mixed state. In the area-law phase, an initially
mixed state is purified after a number of measurements
that is polynomial in system size (so measurements are
able to efficiently extract information about the initial
state), whereas in the volume-law phase the initial state
stays mixed for exponentially longer timescales. The per-
sistence of a mixed subspace corresponds to the sponta-
neous formation of a quantum error correcting code capa-
ble of protecting encoded qubits from the measurements.
However, due to the simultaneous action of scrambling
and “unscrambling” dynamics in unitary-projective cir-
cuits, the precise mechanism underlying this code forma-
tion process remains poorly understood.
In light of this, it is natural to ask just how scram-
bling the unitary evolution must be to obtain a volume
law phase. A physically relevant case where this ques-
tion may be probed is MBL, where both information
scrambling and entanglement dynamics are logarithmi-
cally slow in time14,61,62. One might think that this
scrambling is too slow to compete with measurements
performed at a finite rate, leading generically to an area-
law phase. Surprisingly, we find evidence to the contrary,
even in models where the unitary dynamics is strictly
non-scrambling (rather than slowly scrambling) – i.e. the
combination of non-scrambling unitaries and unscram-
bling measurements can somehow still furnish a volume
law phase!
Building on this, we show how these non-scrambling
models can equivalently be seen as featuring
measurement-only dynamics, where the unitary gates
are discarded altogether, at the expense of introduc-
ing multi-site (but still local) measurements. Such
measurement-only dynamics is characterized by the
ensemble of operators that one is allowed to measure on
the system, which can in turn be specified by various
parameters.
Unlike the unitary-projective case where the balance
between scrambling and unscrambling is naturally con-
trolled by the measurement rate p, in the measurement-
only case it is not a priori clear which parameters deter-
mine the entangling properties of the dynamics. Multi-
site measurements evidently can both scramble and un-
scramble quantum information at the same time. While
the issue of quantifying the net balance between these
coexisting tendencies is still unsolved, we find that a cru-
cial role is played by the ‘frustration’ of the measurement
ensemble, an idea we make more precise below which
roughly coincides with the degree of mutual incompatibil-
ity (anticommutativity) between different measurements.
The essential point is as follows: if one measures two com-
muting operators, one acquires two bits of information
about the state of the system, whereas if one measures
two noncommuting operators, the second measurement
scrambles the information about the state that the first
measurement provided.
By varying measurement ensembles, we are able to
obtain and characterize rich dynamical phase diagrams
and phase transitions in the entanglement properties of
steady states. These measurement-only models (MOMs)
provide a rich new area for the study of quantum dy-
namics, and add to the budding class of models with ‘en-
tanglement phase transitions. Although the many-body
localization phase transition has served as a guiding and
paradigmatic example of such a transition in the dynam-
ics of quantum information, it is interesting to note that
measurement-induced entanglement transitions seem to
also have a broad array of phenomenology in common
with quantum error correction thresholds that are stud-
ied extensively in quantum information science. For
example, the concept of an entanglement phase transi-
tion was arguably anticipated in foundational work on
fault-tolerant quantum computation with physical local-
ity constraints63. As a result, the study of measurement-
induced quantum dynamics and phase transitions pro-
vides an exciting opportunity for a cross-fertilization of
ideas and methods between condensed matter physics
and quantum information science.
Aside from the entanglement transitions, the
measurement-only dynamics we study in this work
has other interesting properties. The volume-law phase
is especially remarkable; its existence means that acting
repeatedly with a certain set of measurements can
endow the steady state with resistance against the
same set of measurements, thus defining a sort of
self-generated quantum code. Another interesting aspect
of the measurement-only dynamics relates to locality:
formulating sensible notions of locality and causality
becomes challenging when measurements, with their
‘spooky action at a distance’ effects, are allowed. We
take initial steps in addressing these questions in this
type of dynamics.
3On the experimental side it is plausible to imagine plat-
forms where few-site projective measurements may be
easier to implement than a universal quantum computing
gate set. In particular, the ability to implement a sin-
gle type of multi-site Pauli measurement combined with
single-qubit Clifford gates would suffice to explore a wide
variety of models. This may make measurement-only dy-
namics a more practical alternative to unitary-projective
dynamics in some near-term quantum simulators.
Finally, we remark on some connections between this
work and other topics in quantum information theory in-
volving measurements. While it is known that measure-
ments possess the same computational power as quan-
tum gates64, this resource-theoretic equivalence relies on
specific protocols, or structured sequences of measure-
ments. The dynamics we study, on the contrary, features
spatiotemporally random sequences of measurements. It
is thus crucial to distinguish the possibility of certain
outcomes as a matter of principle from their realiza-
tion in a stochastic setting – an important distinction
in quantum information science, addressed e.g. by the
theory of fault tolerance63. We also remark on the dis-
tinction between this measurement-only dynamics and
measurement-based quantum computing (MBQC)65: in
MBQC one is handed an entangled resource state and,
by performing measurements in a specific sequence, ob-
tains the (classical) answer to a predefined computational
problem, at the expense of destroying the resource state.
In contrast to MBQC, the measurement-only dynamics
we study does not rely on initial resources, is spatiotem-
porally random, and produces highly entangled states as
its output.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec II we con-
sider the question of entanglement transitions with non-
scrambling, MBL-inspired unitary circuits and projective
measurements. This motivates the introduction of dy-
namics in measurement-only models (MOMs), which we
define in more generality in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we show
numerical results for the entanglement phase diagrams
in several MOMs. Critical points in these same models
are discussed in Sec. V. Sec. VI focuses on the local-
ity and causality structure of measurement-only dynam-
ics, while Sec. VII discusses the quantum error-correcting
code properties of the volume-law phase and at criticality.
We conclude by summarizing our results and pointing to
open questions and future directions in Sec. VIII.
II. MOTIVATION:
“MEASUREMENT-ENABLED
ENTANGLEMENT” IN l-BIT CIRCUITS
As mentioned above, an appealing interpretation of the
entanglement phase transitions in unitary-projective dy-
namics is based on the competition between the scram-
bling effect of unitary dynamics and the “unscrambling”
effect of local measurements. Measurements tend to de-
grade locally-accessible quantum information into classi-
cal bits, while chaotic unitary dynamics tends to scram-
ble, i.e. hide quantum information in nonlocal degrees
of freedom, where it cannot be accessed by local projec-
tive measurements. One measure of scrambling in closed
quantum systems is furnished by the spread of opera-
tors in the Heisenberg picture, captured quantitatively
by the out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs)66. It is
thus tempting to conjecture that the phase of the system
is decided by which process happens faster – the informa-
tion hiding due to the unitary dynamics or the read-out
induced by the measurements. Such a scenario yields
a critical measurement rate pc below which the system’s
steady state has volume-law entanglement. This scenario
also suggests that by tuning the scrambling rate to zero,
one should be able to push pc down to zero. As we will
now see, this is not the case.
A. Removing scrambling: l-bit models
To test the above scenario, we consider what happens
when the unitary dynamics does not scramble at a fi-
nite rate. The many-body localized phase provides an
example. Here, entanglement is known to grow only log-
arithmically in time upon quenching from an unentan-
gled product state15,61,62. Despite the slow growth, the
entanglement entropy at late times typically saturates to
a volume law with a sub-thermal entropy density61,62.
Slow scrambling can be explained using the l-bit repre-
sentation of a fully-MBL Hamiltonian67–69,
HMBL =
∑
i
hiτ
z
i +
∑
k≥2
∑
i1<···<ik
Ji1,...ikτ
z
i1 · · · τzik (1)
where the τzi operators are integrals of motion (l-bits)
and the couplings decay exponentially with distance,
Ji,...j < e
−|i−j|/ξ. In such a system, the only mech-
anism for the production of entanglement is dephasing
between different l-bit basis states. Two l-bits separated
by a distance r become aware of each other only after
a time ∼ er/ξ (when the exponentially small coupling J
between them has had enough time time to induce sig-
nificant dephasing). It follows that the entanglement en-
tropy grows as O(ln t) and that, likewise, local operators
spread within a logarithmic ‘light cone’. We note that
the l-bit Hamiltonian is generally viewed as a rewriting
of a more realistic disordered MBL quantum Hamiltonian
(with diagonal and off-diagonal terms), so that the l-bit
operators τzi are superpositions of physical spin operators
(p-bits) with support in an exponentially decaying spatial
envelope around site i. However, in what follows, we will
simplify our analysis by directly studying the diagonal
l-bit Hamiltonian as a model in its own right, with the
τi operators treated as strictly local. Such a model still
displays log-growth of entanglement, as discussed above.
We now ask whether interspersing the above dynam-
ics with local projective measurements yields an entan-
glement transition. Based on the scenario we outlined
earlier, we may expect the answer to be negative – for
4t
CZ gate
P gate
x X meas.
z Z meas.
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1 layer
FIG. 1. Schematic of the l-bit circuit with projective measure-
ments. This circuit has n = 3: CZ gates are allowed between
qubits i, j with |i−j| < 3, i.e. nearest and next-nearest neigh-
bors. All allowed gates happen with probability 1/2 in each
layer.
any rate p > 0, the read-out of information is presum-
ably faster than the scrambling. However, surprisingly,
we find that an entanglement phase transition is possible
even for such a ‘slowly scrambling’ model!
To address this question further, we focus on an even
less entangling model of unitary dynamics: in Eq. (1),
we only allow two-body couplings out to a finite distance
n. This cut-off gets rid of global scrambling altogether,
capping the amount of entanglement to an O(n) size-
independent (hence area-law) value upon starting from a
non-entangled initial product state. Moreover, to facili-
tate numerical simulations, we consider a Clifford circuit
model with two gates: the two-qubit controlled-Z gate
CZij = e
−ipi4 (Zi−1)(Zj−1) (i < j < i + n) and the single-
qubit phase-gate Pi = e
−ipi4 Zi . The system is subject to
a layer of unitaries,
Ul-bit =
∏
i
Paii
∏
i<j<i+n
CZ
bij
ij , (2)
with ai, bij ∈ {0, 1} chosen randomly with probability
1/2 (notice all the gates commute so there is no need to
specify the order in which they act). Then, for each site,
we either measure X, measure Z, or do not perform any
measurement, with probabilities px, pz and 1 − px − pz
respectively. The whole process is iterated until a steady-
state distribution of entanglement is reached. This setup
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Notice that Z measurements create distentangled l-
bits which commute with the unitary dynamics; the only
way a measured l-bit can again become entangled with
the rest of the system is by being measured in the X
direction first. Hence the dynamics with px = 0 and
pz > 0 trivially leads to a product state as soon as every
site is measured once. Measuring in the X basis, thus
breaking the conservation law, is necessary to obtain any
nontrivial steady state.
Surprisingly, we find that the above model (which, to
reiterate, has area-law entanglement at both px = 0 and
px = 1) admits a volume-law phase. Fig. 2(a) shows the
phase boundary in the px, pz plane for the model with
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FIG. 2. Entanglement phase diagram of the l-bit unitary-
projective dynamics as a function of range n and probabilities
px, pz of projective measurements in the X and Z basis. (a)
Fixed range n = 4. For 0 < px . 0.7 there is a volume-law
phase robust to the introduction of sufficiently infrequent Z
measurements. (b) Measurements in the X basis only (pz =
0). A volume-law phase exists for n & 3.05. The px = 0 line
is always area-law, regardless of n.
range n = 4 (CZ gates between nearest, next-nearest and
third-nearest neighbors). For 0 < px . 0.7 the model is
in a volume-law phase which is robust to the insertion of
sufficiently infrequent Z measurements. A similar picture
holds for all n > 3, with an increasingly robust volume-
law phase, see Fig. 2(b). The data include fractional
values of n = n? +  (with n? ∈ N, 0 <  < 1). These
are defined as having a CZ gate between qubits i, j in
each unitary layer with probability 1/2 if |i − j| < n?
and /2 if |i−j| = n?, so that the limits → 0 and → 1
recover the definition in Eq. (2) with n = n? and n? + 1,
respectively. Considering now measurements in the X
basis only (pz = 0) we find that the model with n = 3 is
area-law for any px. A volume-law phase is present for
n & 3.05 – though precise determination of the critical
n requires taking px → 0+ which is problematic. We
shall return to this point form a different perspective in
Sec. IV B.
A few comments are in order. First, this result shows
that an interpretation of entanglement transitions in
unitary-projective circuits based on the competition be-
tween the rates of measurement and unitary scrambling
is incomplete: entanglement transitions are possible even
with a scrambling rate of zero. Second, the result does
not follow trivially from the fact that the X measure-
ments break the conservation laws in the unitary part of
5the circuit ([Ul-bit, Zi] = 0). While clearly necessary, this
condition is insufficient – e.g., the models discussed above
with n ≤ 3 remain area-law despite the integrals of mo-
tion being broken by measurements. Finally, it is remark-
able that the interplay of two ingredients that are sep-
arately incapable of creating much or any entanglement
(the finite-range l-bit gates and the single-site measure-
ments) can nonetheless yield a volume-law phase. This
phenomenon, which can be called “measurement-enabled
entanglement”, necessitates a new framework. In the rest
of the article we advance the proposal that such a frame-
work relies on measurements alone.
B. Removing unitary gates: measurement-only
models
Let us take a Pauli string O and denote the projective
measurement of O by µO:
µO |ψ〉 = (I+ sO) |ψ〉‖(I+ sO) |ψ〉 ‖ ,
where s ∈ {+1,−1} is picked randomly according to the
usual Born probability, Prob(s) = 12 (1 + s 〈ψ|O |ψ〉). It
is clear from the above definition that the following holds
for any unitary U :
µOU = UµU†OU . (3)
A consequence of this fact, unique to non-scrambling cir-
cuits, is that the unitary-projective dynamics can be tem-
porally separated into a unitary part and a projective
part that are both local. This is because taking a layer
of l-bit gates (Eq. (2)) past an X measurement according
to Eq. (3) yields an operator with finite support. Specif-
ically, since CZ†ijXiCZij = XiZj and P
†
iXiPi = Yi (as
sketched in Fig. 3(a)), we have
U†l-bitXiUl-bit = Xi(−iZi)ai
∏
|i−j|<n
j 6=i
(Zj)
bij (4)
which is a Pauli string of length at most 2n − 1, char-
acterized by an X or Y operator surrounded by finite
“tails” of I or Z operators on boths sides. Notice that
even when conjugating by several layers of Ul-bit, the op-
erator can’t grow any longer than this – the only effect
of multiple layers is to change the values of ai and bij .
After taking all the unitary layers to the end of time,
t = T , we are left with a circuit consisting purely of local
multi-site measurements drawn from some finite ensem-
ble of Pauli strings, as in Eq. (4), followed by a final layer
of unitaries (see Fig. 3(b) for an example with T = 2
layers). This final layer, despite being the composition
of T layers, is in fact equivalent to a single layer hav-
ing atoti =
∑T
t=1 ai(t) and b
tot
ij =
∑T
t=1 bij(t) modulo 2
(which are still uniformly distributed binary numbers).
This can change the entanglement about any given bond
x = x z x = y
(a)
t
y z z
z x
z
z x z
all
meas.
all
gates
x y z
multi-site
 meas.
(b)
FIG. 3. (a) Rules for taking CZ and P gates past single-site X
measurements, Eq. (3). (b) The l-bit circuit from Fig. 1 after
taking all the gates past the measurements. Each single-site
X measurement develops “tails” of Z operators on either side
of maximum length n− 1 (2 in this case) due to conjugation
by CZ gates.
by at most n−1 bits, which does not change the entangle-
ment phase of the steady state (area-law to volume-law
or vice versa). It can thus be safely discarded for our pur-
poses. This leaves us with a circuit consisting exclusively
of local measurements of multi-site Pauli strings.
It follows that the entanglement transition in l-bit
unitary-projective circuits discussed earlier can actually
be understood as the result of projective measurements
alone. While this type of quantum dynamics, known
as measurement-induced dynamics, has been considered
in the context of quantum information processing and
metrology70–72, its entanglement properties are largely
unexplored. As we have seen above, entanglement phase
transitions are possible in this type of dynamics. From
this result it follows that measurements can play both
sides in the competition underlying entanglement transi-
tions – at the same time degrading quantum information
to classical bits and hiding quantum information from
local, accessible degrees of freedom into non-local, inac-
cessible ones. This has the potential to either increase or
decrease the complexity of the state.
We emphasize that while the measurement of a multi-
site Pauli string can be viewed as a composition of uni-
tary evolution and a single-site measurement (e.g. every
Pauli string O can be written as UZU† for a suitable
unitary U , giving µO = UµZU
†), these models are not
the same as the unitary-projective circuit models studied
earlier51,52. To wit: the unitary gates before and after the
measurement are perfectly correlated, being Hermitian-
conjugates of each other, and would not induce scram-
bling in the absence of the intervening measurement.
In the following we introduce a broader class of MOMs,
including and generalizing the l-bit model discussed
above, and study their entanglement properties.
6III. MEASUREMENT-ONLY DYNAMICS
A. Setup
We define measurement-only dynamics by introduc-
ing an ‘ensemble’ E = (Pα, {Oα}), consisting of a set of
Pauli strings Oα and a probability distribution Pα over
{Oα}. Any such ensemble E induces a random dynam-
ics in the following way: at each time step, an Oα is
picked according to Pα and measured on the system; do-
ing so updates the state according to the ‘wavefunction
collapse’ |ψt+1〉 = µOα |ψt〉; starting from an initially
non-entangled product state, this step is iterated until
a steady-state distribution of the entanglement over the
so-generated ensemble of states is achieved.
In order to sensibly define phases of matter and limit
the large parameter space, we impose some additional
requirements. In particular, we assume:
(i) Locality. We assume the system consists of L
qubits arranged on a 1D chain; each Pauli string
{Oα} is supported in an interval of length r (the
‘range’ of the ensemble) which does not scale with
system size.
(ii) Statistical translational invariance. Setting L˜ =
L + 1 − r (L) for open (periodic) boundary con-
ditions, we assume the ensemble is of the form
E = (PαUi, {Oα,i}), with i ∈ {0, . . . L˜ − 1} la-
belling spatial displacements, Ui = 1/L˜ the uni-
form distribution, and Oα,i = TiOαT
†
i the transla-
tion by i sites of a Pauli string Oα supported on
sites {1, . . . r}.
Measurement ensembles are thus specified by a range r
and a probability distribution over (4r − 1) Pauli strings
(measuring the identity is equivalent to not doing any
measurement). Throughout the following, we are go-
ing to assume the above restrictions and lighten the no-
tation by denoting the translationally invariant ensem-
ble (PαUi, {Oα,i}) simply by (Pα, {Oα}). α thus labels
‘species’ of Pauli strings, and the random spatial location
i is implicit. In addition, we redefine time as t = m/L
where m is the number of measurements that have been
performed. With this convention, each site is on average
measured of order once per unit time and the thermody-
namic limit is well-defined.
We emphasize that the assumption of translation in-
variance applies to the probability distribution underly-
ing the dynamics. Individual realizations of the dynamics
will be random in space, as well as time. Measurements
arranged in regular spatiotemporal patterns may give rise
to different phenomena; we leave this direction to future
work.
B. Measurements in the stabilizer formalism
We briefly summarize the update rules for measuring
Pauli strings on stabilizer states as they will help in build-
ing intuition about measurement-only dynamics. A more
thorough review is offered in Appendix A.
A stabilizer state is a state of the form
ρ =
1
2S
L−S∏
i=1
I+ gi
2
, (5)
where the {gi} are commuting Pauli strings called the
stabilizer generators. If S = 0 the state is pure, ρ =
|ψ〉 〈ψ|, with |ψ〉 the unique simultaneous +1 eigenvector
of all the gi’s; S > 0 represents a mixed state. Expressing
the generators as products of Pauli X and Z operators
(up to a phase) defines a ‘stabilizer tableau’ T (a Z2-
valued matrix) via
gi =
∏
n
XTi,2nn Z
Ti,2n+1
n . (6)
Measuring a Pauli string O on a state like Eq. (5)
has several possible outcomes, discussed in detail in Ap-
pendix A, that are qualitatively different. In particular,
the entropy of a mixed state (Eq. (5) with S > 0) changes
as follows: if O is a ‘logical operator’, i.e. commutes with
all gi’s but does not belong to the stabilizer group, it
gets added as a new generator and the entropy decreases,
S 7→ S − 1; otherwise the entropy is unchanged. In all
cases, O itself is a stabilizer after the measurement is
performed. This in general requires a redefinition of the
other stabilizer generators to ensure commutation with
O.
C. Simple limits
To gain some intuition about measurement-only sta-
bilizer dynamics, we begin by considering two extreme
limits: (i) the ensemble of L single-site Zi operators,
and (ii) the ensemble of (4L − 1) global Pauli strings
other than the global identity, with operators picked from
a uniform distribution in both cases. The former has
range r = 1 and only one species Oα = Z; the latter
has range r = L (which violates the assumption of lo-
cality) and (4L − 1) distinct species corresponding to all
possible Pauli strings. Let us adopt the purification per-
spective58 to analyze these examples: we start from a
maximally mixed state ρ ∝ I, measure strings from the
ensemble, and decide whether the state purifies in log(L)
time (‘pure phase’, equivalent to the area-law entangle-
ment phase) or remains mixed out to exponentially long
times (‘mixed phase’, equivalent to the volume-law en-
tanglement phase).
In case (i) the system trivially reaches a pure prod-
uct state in the Zi computational basis as soon as every
site has been measured once, which takes O(L lnL) mea-
surements or O(lnL) time, and thus belongs to the pure,
7or area-law, phase. Unsurprisingly, single-site measure-
ments are purely disentangling.
In case (ii), the first measurement (starting from the
identity state, i.e. the empty tableau) always adds one
row g1 to the stabilizer tableau, and thus removes one
bit of entropy. The second measurement is equally likely
to commute or anticommute with g1: it thus takes two
attempts, on average, to add a second row g2. Adding
g3 to the tableau takes on average 4 attempts, and so on
– the purification time scales exponentially with L, and
thus the dynamics is in the mixed phase. This is also
not surprising as the strings are completely nonlocal and
all-to-all.
What is not clear from these simple examples is
whether it is possible to achieve a volume-law phase by
measuring short Pauli strings (of finite range r & 1). In
this case, the first O(L/r) measurements are likely to
commute, partially purifying the initial state; however,
subsequent measurements past this point might either
commute or anticommute with previous measurements.
Thus a volume law phase where the system stops pu-
rifying can occur. Whether this happens in practice is
not obvious: while it is known that arbitrary highly en-
tangled states can be produced via measurements only
because general multi-site measurements are known to
be universal for quantum computation64, this relies on
very special protocols (e.g. gate teleportation73 or en-
tanglement swapping74). It is not immediately obvious
whether a volume-law entangled phase can be generated
by measurements placed randomly in space and time.
This situation is reminiscent of the entanglement transi-
tion in unitary-projective circuits: while it is immediately
clear in that case that both volume- and area-law entan-
gled states can be constructed (e.g. in the trivial limits
of measurement probabilities p = 0 and p = 1), it is not
obvious, and was indeed a surprising result, that these
extreme limits should extend to phases separated by a
sharp transition at some critical value 0 < pc < 1.
In the present case of measurement-only dynamics,
how to interpolate between the limits considered above
is not as clear: there is no unique knob to tune (like
the measurement probability p in unitary-projective cir-
cuits), but rather a huge, multi-dimensional landscape
of possible measurement ensembles; with trivial excep-
tions like the ones examined above, these ensembles are
not straightforwardly sorted from “more entangling” to
“more disentangling”. Understanding this measurement-
only dynamics in some generality thus requires a new
organizing principle. In the following, we propose and
explore a potential organizing principle: the degree of
“frustration” of the measurement ensemble.
D. Measurement frustration
As we just discussed, fully commuting ensembles of
measurements invariably “localize” the wave function
in a simultaneous eigenstate, which is area-law entan-
gled if the measurements are local. Some level of non-
commutativity among measurements in the ensemble is
thus necessary to produce an entangling phase. Non-
commuting observables cannot, by definition, be known
at the same time; the wave function thus cannot satisfy
all the measurements in the ensemble at once. We refer to
this inability to satisfy non-commuting measurements as
‘frustration’75. It is tempting to conjecture that a suit-
ably defined “degree of frustration” (a function of the
Oα and Pα) could predict the steady-state entanglement
phase of a given ensemble (without resorting to explicit
simulation of finite-size dynamics).
To this end, it is helpful to introduce the frustration
graph of an ensemble of Pauli measurements75–78. This is
a graph whose vertices represent all the operators in the
ensemble {Oα,i}, and where two vertices are connected
by an edge if and only if the corresponding operators an-
ticommute. The adjacency matrix of this graph is also
known as the frustration matrix. In our case, translation
invariance imposes a quasi-1D structure to the frustra-
tion graph, and we can define a frustration tensor as
Γαβ` = Oα,i ◦Oβ,i+` , (7)
where A ◦B ∈ Z2 is a ‘symplectic product’ defined to be
0 if A and B commute, 1 otherwise. In Eq. (7) we have
split the species and spatial indices and taken advantage
of translation invariance to express Γ as a function of
the displacement ` only. A direct consequence of the
definition is the symmetry Γαβ` = Γ
βα
−` . The frustration
graph, or its associated tensor, also define an ‘effective
range’, r˜, as the minimum number such that Γαβ` = 0
for all species α, β and for all displacements ` ≥ r˜. This
obeys r˜ ≤ r where r is the range as defined earlier, i.e.
the maximum spatial extent of the Pauli strings in the
ensemble (non-overlapping strings commute). However
there are cases where the inequality is strict, r˜ < r, e.g.
the l-bit ensemble to which we return in Sec. IV B.
The Γ tensor captures crucial information about the
dynamics; in particular, as we show in Appendix B, the
information in Γ (plus any algebraic dependence between
operators in the ensemble) is sufficient to simulate the
dynamics and thus determine the entanglement phase.
Graph-theoretic properties or invariants may place con-
straints on the existence of an entangling phase in a given
ensemble, regardless of the probabilities Pα. We return
to this in Sec. IV C, where we discuss a result in this
spirit on bipartite graphs.
In cases where the probability distribution Pα is not
uniform, it must be taken into account as well in order
to formulate a quantitative description of measurement
frustration. The simplest step in this direction is repre-
sented by the averaged frustration tensor:
Γ¯` = PαPβΓ
αβ
` . (8)
We call this quantity the ‘frustration profile’ of the en-
semble. It is the probability that two random measure-
ments displaced by ` anticommute. This can be a use-
ful heuristic, as we show in the next Section. However
8the averaging gets rid of important information, and en-
sembles with the same Γ¯ (but different Γ) can belong to
different entanglement phases.
IV. MEASUREMENT ENSEMBLES
A. Factorizable ensembles
The dynamics introduced in the previous Section, even
under assumptions of locality and statistical translation
invariance, produces a wide parameter space of models
– a hypothetical entanglement phase diagram on range-r
MOMs would be O(4r)-dimensional, which is prohibitive
already for r = 2. At the same time most of these di-
mensions are likely unimportant. It is thus crucial to find
ways to describe generic measurement ensembles with
few parameters. One way to achieve this is to consider
‘factorizable’ ensembles, which we now define.
1. Definition
We call an ensemble ‘factorizable’ if it consists of Pauli
strings (of a fixed length r) that are distributed according
to some underlying single-site distribution, i.e. if
Oα =
r⊗
n=1
σαn =⇒ Pα =
r∏
n=1
qαn (9)
where α is a string of Pauli matrix labels αn ∈
{I, X, Y, Z} and q is a probability distribution over the
four single-site Pauli matrices. This structure reduces
the space of models from O(4r) dimensions to just three
dimensions – the single-site qX , qY and qZ probabilities,
which live in a tetrahedron, 0 ≤ qX + qY + qZ ≤ 1.
Dropping the identity (which tends to increase commu-
tativity, thus likely pushing the dynamics towards area
law entanglement) further reduces the phase diagram to
the triangle qX + qY + qZ = 1.
While these ensembles still include exponentially many
species, which make the frustration graph or tensor cum-
bersome, it is straightforward to calculate the frustra-
tion profile Γ¯` introduced in Eq. (8). Letting q =
(qX , qY , qZ) = q⊥+q‖, where q‖ = 13 (1, 1, 1) (the center
of the triangle) and q⊥ · q‖ = 0, we show in Appendix B
that
Γ¯` =
1
2
− 1
2
(
2q2⊥ −
1
3
)r−`
. (10)
The probability of anticommutation for two strings over-
lapping on a single site, in particular, is
χ ≡ Γ¯r−1 = 2
3
− q2⊥ . (11)
qX = 1 qY = 1
qZ = 1 Area
law
Volume
law
(a)
r = 3
qX = 1 qY = 1
qZ = 1
Area
law
Critical
(b)
r = 2
FIG. 4. Phase diagrams of factorizable ensembles q =
(0, qX , qY , qZ) (Pauli strings without identities) for ranges
r = 3 (a) and r = 2 (b). The starred point in (a) is the
phase transition studied in Fig. 7. The + symbols are numer-
ical estimates of the phase boundary.
2. Entanglement phases for r ≥ 3
We begin by considering ensembles of the above
type, parametrized by the vector of probabilities q =
(qX , qY , qZ), with range r = 3. To reiterate, this ensem-
ble includes all 3r = 27 operators of the form σa⊗σb⊗σc
with a, b, c ∈ {X,Y, Z}, picked with probability qaqbqc,
and measured at a random location in the system. By
simulating this model numerically we find that a large
part of parameter space belongs to a volume-law entan-
gled phase, see Fig. 4(a). This includes intervals on the
sides of the triangular parameter space: e.g. on the qZ =
0 side we have an area-law phase for qX < qX,c = 0.274(2)
and symmetrically qX > 1 − qX,c, while the segment
qX,c < qX < 1 − qX,c is in a volume-law phase. The
phase boundary is approximately circular, close to the
equal-value contour of the anticommutation probability
χ ' 0.4.
As the range r of the model is increased, the volume-
law phase takes up a progressively larger fraction of the
phase diagram. The corners remain trivially area-law for
arbitrarily large r, but the extent of the area-law param-
eter space shrinks. Focusing on the qZ = 0 side for sim-
plicity, we find from numerical simulations of 3 ≤ r ≤ 20
that the critical value qX,c obeys
r ' k
2qX,c(1− qX,c) =
k
χc
(12)
where k ' 1.16. The critical point for models with long
strings (r  1) thus occurs at a constant, O(1) value of
r ·χ. This is suggestive of a balance between the anticom-
mutation probability χ and the range r in determining
the entanglement phase: longer Pauli strings generically
lead to a volume-law phase, unless they are made to be
extremely commuting. More specifically, we note that as
r →∞, χ→ 0 along the critical line Eq. (12), the proba-
bility of sampling the uniform string made of the majority
Pauli, say Y ⊗r, is qrY '
(
1− k2r
)r → e−k/2 ' 0.56. Thus
a majority of the measurements are drawn from a set of
commuting observables {Aj = Yj · · ·Yj+r}, which form
the stabilizers of a trivial quantum code.
93. r = 2: free fermions and criticality
Eq. (12) applied to the model with range r = 2 would
suggest an entanglement transition at χ ' 0.58 (i.e. on
the circumference q⊥ ' 0.30). However, we find no sign
of a volume-law phase. Instead, surprisingly, we see evi-
dence of a critical phase in a circular region around the
center of parameter space, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Let us start by discussing the sides of the phase di-
agram, e.g. qZ = 0. The dynamics maps to free-
fermions79,80: the Pauli string species
{X0X1, X0Y1, Y0X1, Y0Y1} (13)
are equivalent, under Jordan-Wigner transformation, to
{iγ1γ2, iγ1γ3, iγ0γ2, iγ0γ3} , (14)
where γ2j , γ2j+1 are the two Majorana fermion oper-
ators on site j. This property implies that there is a
gauge in which each row of the stabilizer tableau T is a
two-Majorana ‘arc’ operator iγmγm+`, and one can map
the entanglement properties to the distribution of arc
lengths P (`). A similar model, with two types of opera-
tors {iγ0γ1, iγ1γ2} (corresponding to spin operators Z0,
X0X1), was found to be critical when the two species
are measured at the same rate and area-law otherwise,
though a mapping to a loop model80. The same was also
found81 in a model with operators {Z,XZX} (which is
equivalent to two copies of {Z,XX}, as can be seen from
their frustration tensors). At the critical point the arc
length distribution becomes scale-invariant, P (`) ∼ `−2,
giving logarithmic entanglement entropy S(`) ∼ ln(`).
This is not seen in the four-operator ensemble of Eq. (14),
which is instead in the area-law phase for any value of
qX/qY .
The interior of the triangular phase diagram consists of
a 9-operator ensemble {(X/Y/Z)0(X/Y/Z)1} which does
not map to free fermions. Numerically we find that the
area-law phase identified at the boundary extends in the
interior, see Fig. 4(b); however, while we can conclusively
rule out a volume-law phase anywhere in the interior, the
system appears to enter a critical phase as it approaches
the center of the triangle. In this phase, we find that
the entanglement entropy diverges logarithmically with
system size, S ∼ K ln `. Though area-to-critical phase
boundaries are hard to locate accurately, we find a phase
boundary consistent with χ ' 0.54 (q⊥ ' 0.36). Inside
the corresponding circular contour, we do not see any
signs of saturation in S(L/2) for sizes up to L = 512, and
find that the purification dynamics is consistent with a
CFT (we present results on this in the context of quan-
tum code properties in Sec. VII). We propose an expla-
nation for this critical phase in Sec. IV C.
B. l-bits revisited
1. Ensemble
The l-bit unitary-projective circuits discussed in Sec. II
naturally lead to a measurement-only dynamics specified
by the ensemble
El-bit =
{
Oα = X0
n−1∏
`=1−n
Zα``
}
(15)
whereα ∈ {0, 1}2n−1 labels the operator species (we omit
phase factors for simplicity, writing XZ in lieu of Y ).
The uniform probability distribution over the 22n−1 op-
erators is implicit. All operators are characterized by
a ‘central site’ that is either a Pauli X or Y , and tails
on both sides that are made exclusively of I or Z Pauli
matrices, with equal probability of 1/2. As written, the
above ensembles have range r = 2n − 1; however, their
frustration profile is Γ¯` =
1
2Θ(n − |`|), i.e. any two op-
erators displaced by |`| ≥ n commute, since in that case
only their tails (made entirely of I and Z) overlap. Thus
the effective range, as specified by the connectivity of the
frustration graph, is r˜ = n.
2. Connection with l-bit circuit model
The original unitary-projective l-bit circuit has a
measurement rate, p, that (once translated to the
measurement-only language) tends to make the measure-
ments more commuting, and thus drives the dynamics
towards the area-law phase. In the original circuit, if two
measurements take place in the same time slice within
distance n of each other, they manifestly commute; this
commutation must be maintained even after getting rid
of the CZ gates via the “trick” in Eq. (3). This means
that, when switching from the unitary-projective to the
measurement-only pictures, an amount of correlation (or
memory) is built into the measurements drawn from the
ensemble: for instance, after drawing XiZi+1 one is more
likely to draw the commuting observable ZiXi+1 rather
than the anticommuting Xi+1. In dropping such corre-
lations, we are implicitly taking a p → 0+ limit (and
concurrently rescaling time, since the unit of time in
measurement-only dynamics has on average one measure-
ment per site, as opposed to p measurements per site
per layer in the unitary-projective circuit). This makes
the relation between two models (unitary-projective and
measurement-only) a bit subtle. The p → 0+ limit
more accurately stands for pL  1 (very low probabil-
ity of having two measurements next to each other in
the same layer of the original circuit), which is mean-
ingless when taking the thermodynamic limit L → ∞
first. However, reintroducing the correlations mentioned
above can only push the dynamics towards area law, so
the measurement-only dynamics provides a strict upper
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bound to the steady-state entanglement of the hybrid
circuit with any finite p.
3. Entanglement transition
As stated in Sec. II, the unitary-projective l-bit dynam-
ics admits a volume-law phase for n ≥ 4, while n ≤ 3 is
area-law for any measurement rate p. The measurement-
only dynamics confirms that result. However, this frame-
work also allows us to smoothly connect the models with
‘range’ n? and n? + 1 (n? ∈ N) via a family of ensembles
with fractional n ≡ n? + ,
Oα = X0
n?∏
`=−n?
Zα`` , Pα =
1
N 
α−n?+αn? , (16)
where N is a probability normalization. In other words,
Z operators at the extreme points of the tail, ` = ±n?,
are less frequent than those at other points by a factor of
. The frustration profile of the ensemble in Eq. (16) is
Γ` =
1
2
Θ(n? − |`|) + (2− )
2
δ|`|,n? .
Once  = 1 the bias is gone and we recover the n =
n? + 1 ensemble. Taking the parameter  from 0 to 1
interpolates smoothly between n = n? and n = n? + 1.
We remark that the MOMs with fractional n as de-
fined above are not the p→ 0+ limit of an l-bit unitary-
projective circuit with the same fractional value of n,
such as those studied in Fig. 2(b). A unitary-projective l-
bit circuit with fixed fractional n = n?+  (n? ∈ N) flows
to integer range n? + 1 as p → 0+: the measurements
rate becomes so low that any CZ gate allowed to happen
in between consecutive measurements will happen with
probability 1/2, no matter how low the probability per
time step.
When taking n from 3 to 4 in small fractional steps, we
encounter an entanglement transition surprisingly close
to n = 3: the critical point is estimated at nc = 3.020(3).
We emphasize that this critical point is incompatible with
n = 3, where the dynamics unambiguously converges to
an area-law. Nonetheless, proximity to this critical point
endows the n = 3 l-bit model with a very long correla-
tion length. The critical properties of this transition are
examined in Sec. V.
C. Bipartite ensembles
The ensembles we have considered until now (the fac-
torizable ensembles of Sec. IV A and the l-bit ensembles
of Sec. IV B) contain a large number of possible mea-
surements – exponentially many in the range r. In both
cases we have parametrized these large families of mea-
surements with few independent variables, to be able to
draw phase diagrams and illustrate the qualitative fea-
tures driving the transition (range, commutativity of the
measurements). We have found that a volume-law phase
is the generic outcome for “long enough” and “random
enough” Pauli strings – but making these qualifiers more
specific remains challenging. In light of this, rather than
focusing on what enables a volume-law phase, we take the
opposite view of searching for obstructions to this generic
fate. For this purpose it is most convenient to look at
ensembles with few, hand-picked operator species. With
few operator species, many properties of the dynamics
can be gleaned from the frustration graph. For example,
equivalences between ostensibly different ensembles may
become apparent, as we discuss in Appendix B.
A case of particular interest is that of ensembles with
only two species of operators, {Ai, Bi}, whose intra-
species commutation relations are trivial: [Ai, Aj ] =
[Bi, Bj ] = 0. This means the frustration graph is bipar-
tite, i.e. A-type vertices are only connected to B-type
vertices, and vice versa. Physically, this situation can
describe two quantum error correcting codes whose sta-
bilizers are the {Ai} and {Bi} respectively. These are
mutually incompatible – stabilizers for the A code are
interpreted as errors by the B code and vice versa. Both
types of operators are measured concurrently with rates
proportional to the probabilities PA, PB . The phase di-
agram is thus one-dimensional, parametrized by the bias
∆ = PA − PB .
The only nontrivial sector in the frustration tensor is
ΓAB` = Γ
BA
−` ≡ γ`. (We note in passing that any choice
for the frustration graph γ ∈ Z2r−12 is straightforwardly
realized by the ensemble Aj = Xj , Bj =
∏
` Z
γ`
j+`.) A
spatial reflection ` 7→ −` implements a species duality
transformation (A,B) 7→ (B,A), ∆ 7→ −∆. Since the
spatial reflection cannot change the entanglement phase,
the phase diagram must be symmetric about ∆ = 0.
We find, through numerical simulation of all bipartite
graphs with effective range r˜ ≤ 6, that the phase diagram
invariably consists of two area-law phases separated by
a critical point at ∆ = 0. In Fig. 5, we show the sta-
bilizer length distribution P (`) in the “clipped gauge”51
for various bipartite models at ∆ = 0; all of them exhibit
a power-law tail P (`) ∼ K`−2, as expected of a critical
point. The coefficient K is found to increase with the
effective range r˜ of the bipartite ensembles. This is also
related to the coefficient of the logarithm in the entropy,
S(`) ∼ K2 ln(`) (one bit of entropy is carried by two sta-
bilizers straddling a boundary).
This finding introduces a wide class of entanglement
critical points whose position is exactly known and fixed
by a duality (A ↔ B), unlike e.g. hybrid circuits where
pc must be determined numerically. This could be a use-
ful setting for future studies of the underlying critical
theory. An intuitive picture for these critical points goes
as follows. At maximum bias ∆ = 1 (PB = 0) the dy-
namics is fully un-frustrated and projects the state into
the A code space (with area-law entanglement). As in-
frequent B measurements are introduced (0 < ∆ < 1)
small patches of B code (i.e. intervals in space where
Bx |ψ〉 = |ψ〉) are constantly created and destroyed over
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FIG. 5. Probability distribution of stabilizer length P (`)
in several bipartite ensembles at the unbiased point ∆ = 0
in a system of size L = 512 (data aggregated from 103 runs
for each ensemble). A power-law tail P (`) ∼ `−2 indicates
critical entanglement.
a background of A code. These patches of B code are pre-
vented from spreading beyond some finite length scale by
the frequent A measurements. The same, with A ↔ B,
is true at ∆ < 0. At ∆ = 0, however, neither code
dominates and the formation of long stabilizers becomes
possible.
This class of MOM transitions is also particularly inter-
esting when viewed as a dynamical phase transition be-
tween different species of area-law states, similar in spirit
to transitions between different MBL phases with char-
acteristically different l-bits82. Exactly solvable models
with extensively many local commuting projectors of-
ten describe renormalization group fixed points for dif-
ferent phases (or l-bit representations of MBL phases).
The eigenstates of such models are also simultaneous
eigenstates of all the local projectors and can display
non-trivial quantum order. Drawing the A and B op-
erators from the sets of projectors characterizing two
different phases can yield late-time steady states with
different patters of order. For example, A = {Xi}
and B = {Zi−1XiZi+1} correspond to the trivial and
symmetry-protected-topological (SPT) paramagnet re-
spectively. Likewise, we could pick one or both of A
and B to be the stabilizers of a topological code such
as the toric code, in which case the steady states in the
area-law phase would display non-trivial (and non-local)
order characteristic of the topological phase.
We conclude this discussion by noting that a biparti-
tion in the frustration graph need not be between oper-
ator species. The ensembles {A = X⊗r, B = Y ⊗r, C =
Z⊗r}, for example, exhibit strikingly different behavior
depending on whether r is even or odd – a volume-law
phase is possible for odd r (r > 1), but not for even r,
A0 A2 A4 A6 A8 A10
B0 B2 B4 B6 B8 B10
C0 C2 C4 C6 C8 C10
(a)
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
(b)
FIG. 6. Frustration graphs of the {A = X⊗r, B = Y ⊗r, C =
Z⊗r} ensembles with (a) r = 3 and (b) r = 4, for a finite
system. Each vertex represents one operator; edges connect
anticommuting operators. For r odd, the graph decomposes
into two identical, disconnected subgraphs – (a) shows only
one of them. For r even, the graph is connected but bipartite
(as indicated by the color scheme in (b)), which prevents a
volume-law phase.
which is area-law or at most critical (depending on the
probabilities PA,B,C). As we have seen, the odd-r be-
havior (which admits a volume-law phase) is the generic
one. The reason for the anomalous behavior at even r
is that the frustration graph is bipartite spatially : all
strings starting on even sites {A2j , B2j , C2j} commute
amongst themselves; the same holds for those starting
on odd sites, {A2j+1, B2j+1, C2j+1}. This is not true for
odd r, where e.g. A0, B0 and C0 anticommute pairwise
and thus form a triangular subgraph; see Fig. 6.
This may also explain the critical behavior of the r = 2
factorizable ensemble studied in Fig. 4(b). While that en-
semble is not bipartite, it appears to have the same crit-
ical behavior as the {XX,Y Y,ZZ} ensemble, which is
bipartite. Moreover, its entanglement immediately drops
from logarithmic to area-law upon biasing the probabil-
ity of measuring even and odd bonds (while it is robust
to small changes in the q parameters, as long as there
is no bias between even and odd bonds). This indicates
that a spatial bipartition is involved.
V. CRITICAL PROPERTIES
Having established the existence of entanglement
phases in these models, it is interesting to ask whether the
entanglement transitions are the same as those found in
unitary-projective circuits51,59,60. To address this ques-
tion, we study the tripartite mutual information,
I3(A,B,C) = S(A) + S(B) + S(C) + S(A ∪B ∪ C)
− S(A ∪B)− S(B ∪ C)− S(C ∪A)
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evaluated for three consecutive intervals A, B, C of
length L/4. I3 as defined above vanishes in area-law
entangled states, has an extensive (negative) value in the
volume-law phase, and is finite at critical points. This
makes it particularly useful in estimating the location
of critical points58, as it gives rise to crossings with very
limited finite-size drift (the entanglement entropy, on the
other hand, has a logarithmic drift at criticality which
makes finite-size scaling harder). The single-parameter
scaling ansatz
I3(q, L) ∼ F [(q − qc)L1/ν ] , (17)
where q parametrizes the measurement ensemble, can be
used to estimate the correlation length critical exponent
ν.
We first consider the r = 3 factorizable model studied
in Section IV A 2. Along the qZ = 0 line, this has an area-
to-volume critical point (shown by the star in Fig. 4(b))
at qX,c = 0.274(2). We note that this model, consisting
of Pauli strings {XXX,XXY, . . . Y Y Y }, has two inde-
pendent ‘integrals of motion’, i.e. global Pauli strings
which commute with all measurements83:
∏
j Z3jZ3j+1
and
∏
j Z3j+1Z3j+2. These operators, which generically
appear as stabilizers in the steady state in all phases,
contribute two bits of positive tripartite mutual informa-
tion I3. This offsets the area-law value to I3 = 2, as
seen in Fig. 7(a). In the vicinity of the critical point,
the scaling ansatz Eq. (17) suggests a correlation length
exponent ν = 1.1(1), although substantial corrections
to the finite-size scaling remain visible on the volume-
law side, as shown in Fig. 7(b). This is due to the low
entropy density of the volume-law phase in this model.
Additionally, we find that the entanglement entropy at
the critical point obeys S(`) ' K ln ` with K = 1.0(1).
We also study the local order parameter introduced in
Ref. [59], i.e. the long-time limit of the entanglement
SR(t) ≡ S(ρR(t)) of a reference qubit R initialized in a
Bell pair state with a qubit at position x in the system.
In the area-law (pure) phase SR vanishes as the reference
is quickly disentangled, while in the volume-law (mixed)
phase entanglement persists for exponentially long times.
At criticality SR vanishes parametrically slowly in system
size, SR(t) ∼ G(t/Lz) for some function G. We find a
dynamical exponent z = 1, in agreement with previous
studies on the transition in unitary-projective circuits.
We repeat the same analysis for the l-bit inspired en-
semble introduced in Section IV B, There, too, we esti-
mate (see Fig. 8) a correlation length critical exponent
ν = 1.1(1), consistent with the other model we discussed.
The entanglement entropy at the critical point scales like
S(`) = K ln ` with K = 0.8(1) and the dynamical expo-
nent is again z = 1.
The critical properties of these two examples are com-
patible, pointing to the possibility of a unique universal-
ity class for measurement-only entanglement transitions.
Additionally the correlation length exponent found here
(ν = 1.1(1)) is lower than the one found for the transition
in hybrid Clifford circuits58 (ν = 1.28(2)), suggesting a
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FIG. 7. Entanglement transition in the factorizable ensemble
q = (0, qX , 1− qX , 0) with range r = 3. (a) Tripartite mutual
information I3 as a function of qX . The value I3 = 2 on the
area-law side is due to the presence of two integrals of motion
(bits of global entanglement). Different sizes 64 ≤ L ≤ 512
show a crossing at qX = qX,c = 0.274(2) (inset). (b) Scaling
collapse of the data with exponent ν = 1.1.
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FIG. 8. Entanglement transition in the l-bit MOM at “frac-
tional n” between 3 and 4. (a) Tripartite mutual information
I3 as a function of n. Different sizes 64 ≤ L ≤ 512 show a
crossing at n = nc = 3.020(3) (inset). (b) Scaling collapse of
the data with exponent ν = 1.1.
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different universality class. However, the limited reso-
lution on the critical exponents and the large variety of
other models we have not studied mean that these results
should be viewed as only a preliminary investigation of
these critical points. A more thorough investigation is
left for future work.
VI. LOCALITY AND INFORMATION
SPREADING
The effect of local measurements on entangled states
was famously described as a “spooky action at a dis-
tance”84,85. In these models, where the entirety of the
dynamics is made up of measurements on entangled
states, there is good reason to expect spooky surprises.
For instance, unlike local unitary circuits which have a
strict light-cone, local projective measurements allow for
the creation of arbitrary-range entanglement on an O(1)
timescale, using two layers of local measurements act-
ing on a product state. One can see this as follows74:
Start from a Z-product state on a chain of length L,
with tableau {gi = Zi : i = 1, . . . L}. Measure the two-
site operators X1X2, X2X3, . . . XL−1XL (all commuting,
and thus measurable at the same time). This creates
one bit of mutual information between sites (1, L), repre-
sented by the stabilizer g = Z1 · · ·ZL. Then, measuring
operators Z2, . . . ZL−1 (again all commuting) leaves sites
(1, L) in a Bell pair state. While fine-tuned (and thus
unlikely to occur if the measurements are placed ran-
domly in spacetime), this example shows that there is in
general no strict light cone for the production of entan-
glement or correlations in this type of dynamics86. Any
emergent light cone must be statistical in nature – i.e.,
must reflect the fact that histories that produce entan-
glement outside the putative light cone are possible but
rare.
The propagation of information in quantum systems is
described by the spreading of local operators evolved in
the Heisenberg picture5,27,28,87. In the presence of mea-
surements, the Heisenberg picture is problematic, since
the Born probabilities needed to choose projectors must
be computed on a state88. Nevertheless, one can still ask
how information spreads across the system. In what fol-
lows we propose a diagnostic for information spreading
and verify the emergence of a statistical light-cone.
For concreteness we focus on Clifford circuits in what
follows, but the ideas are straightforward to general-
ize. Consider entangling a reference qubit R to the cen-
ter of the 1D chain at time t = 0, and running the
measurement-only dynamics on the system. For con-
creteness, let us take a chain of odd length L = 2l + 1,
with qubits numbered by −l ≤ n ≤ l, so that R is ini-
tially in a Bell-pair state with the qubit at n = 0. After
a time t, R is either entangled with the system or not.
The entanglement between R and the system has previ-
ously been studied as an order parameter for the volume
law phase59: in the volume law phase, R stays entangled
with finite probability out to very long times. Crucially,
if one assumes that there is a light-cone, R is entangled
only with some interval of the system, [−x, x]. The size
of this subsystem is what captures information spreading
in this setting. One can estimate this by calculating the
mutual information between R and segments centered
at the point of initial entanglement, [−x, x], for variable
length 2x+ 1. This defines a function on spacetime,
f(x, t) = I(R : [−x, x])|t , (18)
which quantifies how much information about the oper-
ators initially entangled with R (X0 and Z0 at t = 0)
can be recovered by looking only at the region [−x, x] at
time t. Equal-value contours of f(x, t) thus capture the
spread of these operators.
At the initial time, we have f(x, 0) = 2 everywhere:
all segments [−x, x] include the central qubit (x = 0 is
defined as containing the central qubit only). At late
times, f(L/2, t) is equal to the local order parameter
SR(t) introduced in Ref. [59], which has a finite value in
the volume-law phase. More precisely, in the volume law
phase we expect f(x, t L) to approach zero for x < l/2
and a finite constant for x > l/2 (where L = 2l + 1).
This is because information hidden in a random state of
L qubits is recoverable with high probability from any
subsystem of more than L/2 qubits (a result that fol-
lows from the quantum channel capacity of the erasure
channel40,89). At intermediate times, we expect f to de-
velop a “hole” near x = 0 which progressively expands
until eventually saturating to half the system. This ex-
pectation is borne out by numerics on the factorizable
ensemble qX = qY = qZ = 1/3 at ranges r = 3 and 5 (see
Fig. 9), where the information spreading is found to be
ballistic, with a ‘butterfly velocity’ vB that increases with
r. The final saturation value of f(x, t  L) for x > l/2
depends on the degree of information scrambling in the
steady-state, which is a function of the model parameters
and decreases away from the maximum value of 2 as the
transition to the area-law phase is approached.
Outside the volume-law phase, f(x, t) decays in time
for all values of x. It is nonetheless possible to define
a normalized f˜(x, t) ≡ f(x, t)/2SR(t), where 2SR(t) =
f(L/2, t) is the mutual information between the refer-
ence R and the whole system, and analyze the informa-
tion spreading in the same way as for the volume law
phase (though in practice this makes the data consider-
ably noisier). Fig. 9 includes data for the same factor-
izable ensemble with r = 2, which is critical. While the
data is much noisier in this case (due to the majority of
realizations becoming disentangled over short times and
contributing no signal), the spread of information is still
bounded by a finite velocity. The infinite entanglement
velocity identified in Ref. [86] for measurement-induced
critical points is not seen through this diagnostic. While
nonlocal creation of entanglement through processes such
as the ‘entanglement swapping’ outlined above are likely
happening, they seem to be statistically irrelevant to the
dynamics of the encoded quantum information. For sta-
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FIG. 9. Information spreading in measurement-only dynamics. Top: f(x, t) as defined in Eq. (18) (mutual information between
a reference initially entangled at x = 0 and a region [−x, x]) for factorizable ensembles q = 1
3
(0, 1, 1, 1) of range r = 2 (critical),
3 and 5 (volume-law) for a system of L = 255 qubits. There is a clear ballistic light cone in the volume-law phase. The light
cone saturates to half the system size. Bottom: the normalized quantity f˜(x, t) = f(x, t)/2SR(t) reveals that information
spreading is bouded by a light cone in the critical phase as well. The approximate location of the wavefront is highlighted with
a dashed line in the volume-law examples. The butterfly velocity x ∼ vBt increases with increasing range r.
bilizer circuits, the conditional trajectories where the ref-
erence qubit does not purify necessarily undergo purely
unitary evolution, despite the nonunitary measurements.
Our results shown here indicate that this effective time-
local random unitary evolution may also have a spatially
local description throughout the phase diagram.
The application of this diagnostic to other models
(both measurement-only and hybrid) is left for future
work.
VII. QUANTUM CODE PROPERTIES
The measurement-only dynamics induced by an en-
semble of observables {Oα} in the volume-law phase gen-
erates a random quantum code that protects information
against the operators {Oα} themselves. In this Section we
examine the properties of these dynamically generated
quantum error-correcting codes55,58,90.
A stabilizer quantum error-correcting code is conven-
tionally labelled by a triplet of integers [[n, k, d]], where
n is the number of physical qubits, k is the number of en-
coded logical qubits, and d is the code distance. The ratio
R = k/n is also known as the code rate. The code dis-
tance d is the minimum weight (number of non-identity
sites) of an undetectable logical error – an operator E that
commutes with the stabilizer group but does not belong
to it. Intuitively, larger d means that more errors can be
corrected. For a family of [[n, k, d]] codes to have a finite
error correction threshold, the distance has to diverge in
the thermodynamic limit n → ∞. There is generally a
trade-off between code rate and distance, manifested e.g.
in the ‘quantum Singleton bound’91, kn + 2
d−1
n ≤ 1.
In the present case, we have n = L (number of physical
qubits) while k is the entropy of the steady state of the
measurement-only dynamics. The computation of d is
thought to be exponentially hard in L in general. Here
we consider a related quantity that can be computed in
time poly(L) for stabilizer states: the contiguous code
distance, defined as58,92
`x = min{|Ax| : ∃ E supported in Ax} (19)
where Ax is a contiguous interval of the chain contain-
ing site x and E is a logical operator, as defined above.
This satisfies d ≤ `x: if there exists a logical operator
supported in Ax, then its weight is at most |Ax| = `x. A
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related quantity that was used in a no-go theorem for self-
correcting memories in two dimensions is the linear code
distance92 `min = minx `x. In the following we will con-
sider the averaged contiguous distance58 〈`〉 ≡ 1L
∑
x `x,
since the dynamics generating the code is (statistically)
invariant under spatial translations; results for `min are
qualitatively similar. We define the contiguous code dis-
tance of pure stabilizer states (i.e., an [[n, 0]] code) as
zero. Thus 〈`〉, with this convention, equals the proba-
bility that the system is in a mixed state (and thus defines
a code) times the averaged contiguous distance of those
realizations. For simplicity in the following we use ‘dis-
tance’ to mean ‘averaged contiguous code distance’, and
we use the notation 〈`〉 to denote averaging over both
space and realizations of the dynamics.
As we mentioned earlier, a MOM with measurement
ensemble E = {Oα} in the mixed phase generates a quan-
tum code that must necessarily detect all elements of E
as errors (up to exponentially rare events). To see why,
let us imagine that an operator Oα,i ∈ E had a finite
probability p of being an undetectable logical error for
a steady-state code ρ; measuring such operator would
partially purify the state, giving an expected change in
entropy δS(ρ) ≤ −pPα/L over the following time step;
but since ρ is a steady-state code, its entropy must de-
cay exponentially slowly, hence p must be exponentially
small in L. Typical steady-state codes can thus detect
all elements of E as errors. Given this fact, a natural
question to ask is how “specialized” these codes are, i.e.
whether they can also detect arbitrary errors (up to some
distance) beyond those in the ensemble E that defines the
dynamics.
To gain some insight into this problem we consider the
l-bit dynamics of Sec. IV B, with the addition of single-
site Z measurements. From the phase diagram of the
related hybrid circuit model, Fig. 2, we know that a
volume-law phase is possible at sufficiently low pz. The
steady-state code necessarily detects single-qubit Z er-
rors at pz > 0 (within the mixed phase), as we discussed
above. Does this remain true for pz = 0? In other words,
does the code become vulnerable to single-qubit Z errors
if these are not explicitly injected in the dynamics? To
address this question we simulate the l-bit MOM with
n = 4 and variable pz: with probability pz we measure a
single-site Z, otherwise we measure (with uniform prob-
ability) one of the 22n−1 Pauli strings in Eq. (15). We
find no singular change in either 〈k〉 or 〈`〉 as pz is turned
on, as shown in Fig. 10. The only effect of pz is to move
the dynamics closer to the transition (and eventually into
the area-law phase), which as expected increases the dis-
tance 〈`〉 at the expense of the rate 〈k〉/L. This happens
smoothly in pz. The behavior of 〈`〉 in this model is sim-
ilar to that observed in hybrid circuits58, with a subex-
tensive scaling 〈`〉 ∼ La (0 < a < 1) deep in the mixed
phase, an extensive scaling near the critical point, and a
drop to zero in the pure phase (the latter is due to the
vanishing probability of the state remaining mixed and
defining a code: we have set ` = 0 for pure states).
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FIG. 10. Quantum code properties of the l-bit ensemble with
n = 4 and varying probability of Z measurements pz (data
taken at time t = 4L). (a) Contiguous code distance. The
scaling is subextensive deep in the mixed phase and extensive
near criticality. Inset: scaling collapse with pz,c = 0.15 and
ν = 1.1. (b) Code rate. Both the rate and the distance evolve
smoothly from the pz = 0 point.
We conclude this Section by moving from the volume
law phase to critical points, where the system eventually
purifies and thus does not form a quantum code in the
steady state. However, the parametrically long timescale
for purification allows us to probe the time-dependent
code properties of the mixed state as it gradually purifies.
To be concrete, we consider the r = 2 factorizable MOM
of Fig. 4(b) at the central point, q = 13 (1, 1, 1), which is
in the middle of a critical phase. In Fig. 11(a,b) we show
the decay of the average number of encoded qubits 〈k〉.
We find that 〈k〉 depends on time only through the ratio
t/L, in agreement with the dynamical exponent z = 1.
The decay is consistent with 〈k〉 ∼ L/t at early times
(t . L), then crosses over to exponential, 〈k〉 ∼ e−ct/L.
This behavior was indicated as evidence of an under-
lying (1 + 1)-dimensional CFT86. The behavior of the
distance 〈`〉 during the dynamics is also interesting (see
Fig. 11(c)). We start from 〈`〉 = 1 at t = 0 (as all Pauli
strings, including single-site ones, are logical operators
for the fully mixed state). Then, as 〈k〉 decays, the dis-
tance increases. This lasts until t ' L and 〈k〉 ' 1 (one
logical qubit left in the system), where the distance is
extensive. After that, 0 ≤ 〈k〉 < 1 essentially represents
the probability that the state is mixed. Consequently the
distance decays as 〈`〉 ∼ L〈k〉 ∼ Le−ct/L.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The entanglement transition in hybrid unitary-
projective models has been widely explained in terms
of a competition between scrambling unitary dynamics
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FIG. 11. Quantum code properties of a critical MOM (the r =
2 factorizable model of Fig. 4(b) at the q = 1
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(1, 1, 1) point).
(a,b) Average number of encoded qubits, 〈k〉, as a function
of time starting from the fully mixed state. 〈k〉 depends only
on t/L (dynamical exponent z = 1), decays as L/t at early
times (a) and exponentially at late times (b). (c) Average
contiguous distance 〈`〉 as a function of 〈k〉 (time progresses
right to left). The distance peaks (and becomes extensive)
when 〈k〉 ' 1.
(which favors a volume law phase) and projective mea-
surement (which favors an area law phase). In this work
we have shown that this understanding is incomplete:
entanglement transitions can also arise in systems where
the unitary dynamics is non-scrambling, or even absent
altogether, provided that multi-site, incompatible (i.e.,
non-commuting) observables are measured. This intro-
duces a new class of models with many tunable parame-
ters that can serve as a rich new playground for quantum
dynamics. In particular, we have uncovered complex en-
tanglement phase diagrams tuned by the ‘frustration’ of
operator ensembles, and characterized various features of
the phases and phase transitions.
In the presence of multi-site incompatible measure-
ments, a volume-law phase is in fact generic: one has to
fine-tune the ensemble of measurements to achieve sub-
volume-law entanglement – the observables must either
be very short (r . 3 sites), very likely to commute, or
meet a fine-tuned algebraic requirement (see Sec. IV C).
This central result of our work is counterintuitive from
the usual perspective, which suggests that the area-law
phase should be generic when measurements dominate.
A particularly striking consequence of our discussion is
that many-body localized systems subject to projective
measurements can have a stable volume-law phase: as
we have seen (Fig. 2) this prediction is borne out numer-
ically.
The volume-law entangled phase that we have studied
in this work is a potentially distinctive type of random
quantum error-correcting code. An ensemble of measure-
ments, implemented randomly, protects quantum infor-
mation from any future sequence of measurements drawn
randomly from that ensemble. This situation differs from
prior studies of unitary-projective circuits, where the uni-
tary evolution competes with the local measurements to
hide quantum information in nonlocal degrees of freedom
faster than the information is measured. An interest-
ing question, worth exploring in greater depth in future
work, is whether the properties of the volume law phase
as a code differ in any qualitative respect between generic
unitary-projective circuits and the measurement-only dy-
namics we have studied here. Often times in quantum
computing devices, noise is not uniformly random, but
has biases and correlations. By selecting the measure-
ment ensemble to reflect the detailed properties of the
noise, it may be possible to tailor codes for the specific
noise configuration of the device93.
More concrete connections between fault-tolerant
quantum computation and this family of measurement-
only dynamics arise in the context of topological quan-
tum error correcting codes94. Topological codes are one
of the leading candidates for realizing scalable quan-
tum computing95. At a practical level, implementing
a quantum memory with such a code amounts to re-
peated rounds of multi-site, local Pauli measurements
to detect errors96,97. Recovery operations are typically
implemented after multiple rounds of measurements to
avoid errors in syndrome extraction, which results in a
d+1-dimensional quantum nonequilibrium problem sim-
ilar to the type studied here. In the ideal scenario, these
measurements are all commuting with each other, but a
natural error model is to allow for these measurements
to become noncommuting with some probability due to
unitary gate errors that occur during multi-site measure-
ments. The threshold analysis of this model maps exactly
to a MOM. As a result, some of insights obtained from
studying measurement-only dynamics in stochastic, un-
structured settings may prove useful in the threshold and
decoding analysis of such topological codes. More am-
bitiously, it may be that the dynamics introduced here
can be naturally realized in a fault-tolerant manner in
NISQ devices through small changes to experimental se-
tups designed to implement topological quantum error
correction.
The entanglement critical points we have discovered
raise many questions that we hope to address in future
work. The critical exponents for the volume- to area-law
transition appear different from those that were previ-
ously found in generic unitary-projective circuits, sug-
gesting that these transitions might belong to a different
universality class; more intensive numerical work needs
to be done to settle this question. Adapting the con-
struction of Ref. [98] to study these transitions, and ex-
ploring them away from the Clifford limit, would also be
interesting extensions. Strikingly, the critical points for
these MOM phase transitions also appear to be CFTs,
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despite no apparent space-time symmetry. It would be
interesting to understand if these MOM transitions can
be understood via a mapping to classical statistical me-
chanical models, similar to the case of unitary-projective
dynamics.
The measurement-only dynamics we have introduced
are rich enough that a complete solution of the entangle-
ment phase diagram appears impossible; however, within
the space of possible models are many special points that
may allow analytical progress and connections to exist-
ing results in hybrid circuits or monitored free-fermion
systems. In particular, we have found a critical phase as
well as a large family of transitions between dual area-law
phases. The latter models generealize the free-fermion
MOM studied in Ref. [80], whose critical point maps onto
percolation in a loop model; it would be interesting to un-
derstand whether the critical points we discovered admit
descriptions based on loop models as well.
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Appendix A: Details on stabilizer dynamics
Here we review the stabilizer formalism for Pauli
measurements to complement the brief discussion in
Sec. III B. Let us consider a stabilizer state as in Eq. (5),
starting from the case of a pure state, S = 0. The stabi-
lizer tableau T , as defined in Eq. (6), is a L× 2L matrix
with full rank (L) over Z2. Under Clifford unitaries and
Pauli measurements, T can be updated in polynomial
time with operations that amount to linear algebra over
Z299. In the following we use ‘tableau’ somewhat flexi-
bly to refer to either the matrix T or a list of stabilizer
generators {gi}; the two notions are always related via
Eq. (6).
The key idea is that all stabilizers in the tableau must
commute with one another, [gi, gj ] = 0 (as it is impos-
sible for two anticommuting operators to share a +1
eigenstate); therefore, when measuring a new operator
O, three possibilities arise:
1. O commutes with all rows of T . This guarantees
that O is a stabilizer, i.e. it can be written as a
product of gi’s (up to a sign). The measurement
outcome is deterministic and the state is unchanged
by the measurement.
2. O anticommutes with exactly one row in T , say
g1. The measurement outcome is σ = ±1 chosen
randomly; g1 is updated to g
′
1 = σO.
3. O anticommutes with several rows, say rows 1
through k. This case can always be reduced to the
previous one by a gauge transformation, i.e. a se-
quence of invertible row transformations in T (for
example g′i = gig1 for all 1 < i ≤ k, after which
only g1 anticommutes with O).
It can also be useful to adopt the ‘purification’ point
of view58, where one starts with a mixed stabilizer state
(Eq. (5) with S > 0) represented by an incomplete
tableau {gi : i = 1, . . . s}, possibly the empty tableau
{} for the maximally mixed state ρ = I/2L (S = L). In
the volume-law phase the state remains mixed for expo-
nentially long times, whereas in the area-law phase the
state becomes pure in time poly(L). The entanglement
transition thus corresponds to a purification transition.
In this mixed-state scenario, processes 2 and 3 play out
in the same way, but process 1 must be subdivided into
1A. O commutes with all rows in T but is not part of
the stabilizer group (i.e., it is a logical operator).
The measurement outcome is σ = ±1, chosen at
random, and a new row gL−S+1 = σO is added
to the tableau. The state loses one bit of entropy
(S 7→ S − 1).
1B. O commutes with all rows in T and is part of
the stabilizer group (up to a sign). The measure-
ment outcome is deterministic, and the state is un-
changed by the measurement.
Appendix B: Details on the frustration tensor
In this Appendix we prove some additional properties
of the frustration tensor, Eq. (7), completing the discus-
sion in Sec. III D.
1. Simulation of the dynamics
The stabilizer tableau update rules reviewed in
Sec. III B and Appendix A never involve the operators
Oα directly, but only their anticommutation and alge-
braic dependence properties. Given these data, one can
forget the specific form of the operators Oα and simulate
the dynamics blindly, as we prove in the following.
Consider measuring an operator Oα,n. To update the
tableau T , we must first test the commutation between
this and the existing rows. This only requires knowledge
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of the frustration tensor Γαβ` . Indeed, let us decompose
each row of T as (up to a phase)
gi =
∏
α,n
O
viα,n
α,n (B1)
for appropriate coefficients viα,n ∈ Z2, not necessarily
unique (such a decomposition is known, trivially, for the
maximally mixed state ρ ∝ I, and can be consistently
obtained without direct knowledge of the Oα, as we will
show). Oα,n and gi commute if and only if
Oα,n ◦ gi =
∑
β,n′
Γα,βn−n′v
i
β,n′ ≡ 0 mod 2 .
Any anticommuting rows can be dealt with according to
cases 2-3 in Appendix A. If there are no anticommuting
rows (case 1), we consider adding the newly measured
Oα,n to the tableau. This would be a new stabilizer
gi parametrized as in Eq. (B1) with v
i
β,n′ = δn,n′δα,β .
Deciding whether this new row is added to T (case
1A) or not (case 1B) in general requires knowledge of
all algebraic dependence relations between the operators
{Oα,n}. Absent any such relations (typically the case for
two independent operator species), this is just linear in-
dependence of the new row vi on all existing rows in T .
If algebraic relations are present (typically for 3 or more
species), one can express any operator in terms of two
independent species A, B as
Oγ,n =
∏
`,`′
O
fAγ`
A,n+`O
fBγ
`′
B,n+`′
in terms of suitable coefficients fαγ` ∈ Z2, where α ranges
over the independent species A,B and γ ranges over all
other dependent species. Then one can define a tableau
v˜ in terms of only the independent species,
v˜iA,n ≡ viA,n +
∑
γ,`
fAγ` v
i
γ,n+` ,
and similarly for v˜iB,n. Algebraic independence is thus
mapped to linear independence of the v˜i rows.
In conclusion, all the data needed to update the
tableau for a given measurement is contained in the frus-
tration tensor Γαβ` and any algebraic dependence rela-
tions f
(A/B)γ
` . None of this requires explicit knowledge
of the {Oα,n} operators. Entanglement calculations in
general require us to transform the stabilizer generators
g back to the physical basis of {Xn, Zn}. However this
is not necessary to decide the entanglement phase: in
the purification picture this is decided simply by count-
ing the rows in the tableau at late times (L rows in the
area-law phase, fewer than L in the volume-law phase).
This shows that the dynamics can be simulated using
only the frustration tensor Γαβ` , the species probability
distribution Pα, and any algebraic dependence between
the Oα,n.
2. Equivalence between ensembles
If two ensembles E and E ′ have frustration graphs that
can be transformed into one another by moving vertices
around without breaking or creating any edges, then
there is a mapping Oα,n ↔ O′β,m between the operators
in the two ensembles which preserves all commutation
relations. If the probability distributions are invariant
under this mapping as well (as is always the case for the
uniform distribution), then the dynamics induced by E
and E ′ are in fact equivalent, and the two ensembles are
in the same phase.
Among the applications of these graph-theoretic ideas
is a method to determine whether an ensemble is equiva-
lent to free fermion measurements75. For free fermion en-
sembles, the frustration graph is a ‘line graph’: there ex-
ists another graph whose vertices are Majorana fermions
and whose edges are the ensemble operators. The prop-
erty of being a line graph can be tested in time O(L) in
the general case, and in time O(r) for our local (range
r), translationally-invariant models.
Aside from mappings to free fermions, graph equiva-
lence allows us to prove that seemingly distinct ensembles
belong to the same phase, or even more detailed rela-
tions between their steady-state entanglement entropy.
As an example, we show in Fig. 12 that the ensem-
bles E1 = {X0X1X2, Z0Z1Z2}, E2 = {X1, Z0Z1Z2} and
E3 = {X0Z1, Z0Y1} (with the two species sampled uni-
formly in all cases) are all in the same phase: the graph
for E1 splits into two subgraphs, each of which is equiva-
lent to E2; additionally, E2 and E3 are equivalent to each
other.
3. Frustration profile of factorizable ensembles
Here we provide a derivation of the result Eq. (10)
on the frustration profile (i.e. species-averaged frustra-
tion tensor) of factorizable ensembles, Sec. IV A. Let us
start from a displacement of ` = r − 1, i.e. Pauli strings
overlapping on a single site. The probability that they
anticommute is by definition Γr−1. Letting Γ¯r−1 ≡ χ for
future convenience, we have
χ = 2(qXqY + qY qZ + qZqX) = 2q ·R(111)2pi/3q ,
where q = (qX , qY , qZ) and R
(111)
θ is a rotation about the
(111) axis in q space. Decomposing q = q‖ + q⊥, with
q‖ = (1, 1, 1)/3 (fixed by the normalization of probabili-
ties) and q⊥ · q‖ = 0, we obtain
χ = 2q2‖ + 2q
2
⊥ cos
2pi
3
=
2
3
− q2⊥ ,
hence the center of the triangle (q⊥ = 0) is the maximally
anticommuting point, and contours of “equal commuta-
tivity” are circular. Values of Γ¯` for ` < r − 1 are found
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FIG. 12. Dualities revealed by graph equivalence. (a) The
frustration graph for the ensemble E1 = {Z0Z1Z2, X0X1X2}
has two connected components, highlighted by the color
scheme. Separating the two yields two copies of ensemble
E2 = {Z0Z1Z2, X1}. (b) The ensemble E2 is in turn equiva-
lent to E3 = {Z0Y1, Y0X1} via a permutation of vertices, as
highlighted by the color scheme.
recursively: Γ¯r−k is the probability that two strings over-
lapping on k sites anticommute; splitting the overlapping
region into two intervals of length k − 1 and 1 gives
Γ¯r−k = Γ¯r−1(1− Γ¯r−k+1) + Γ¯r−k+1(1− Γ¯r−1)
= Γ¯r−k+1(1− 2χ) + χ ,
and the geometric series
1
2
− Γ¯r−k = (1− 2χ)
(
1
2
− Γ¯r−k+1
)
,
which finally yields Eq. (10). On the q⊥ = 1/
√
6 cir-
cumference, which is tangent to the sides of the trian-
gular q⊥ parameter space, the frustration profile is box-
shaped, Γ¯` =
1
2Θ(r − `). Outside this circumference Γ¯`
is monotonically decreasing; inside of it (including the
center q⊥ = 0) it shows even-odd oscillations with `.
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